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In the second quarter of the ninth century a group of Frankish monks fashioned one of history’s most 
elaborate and wide-ranging forgeries: the Collection of Isidore the Merchant. The Collection is not a 
single text, but a group of four collections of canon law as well as several minor works. Its forgeries are 
not pure invention, but a complex assembly of authentic and inauthentic material in which genuine texts 
exist alongside invented ones and interpolation is not uncommon. The forged documents, moreover, are 
compilations of recycled passages from a vast smorgasbord of earlier sources: conciliar documents, papal 
decretals, Roman law, Visigothic law, the writings of early Christians, and various ecclesiastical 
manuals; these recombined texts are ascribed to early popes and other luminaries. To complete the 
deception, the individual canonical collections are attributed to invented canonists and introduced by a 
preface—the only moments of free composition by the forgers. 
 
The Pseudo-Isidorian forgeries are thus an example of the murky ground between invention and 
originality. In many ways it is more accurate to term Pseudo-Isidore (as the forgers are collectively 
known to modern scholarship) an editor than a forger. At one level a successful forgery is fiction 
becoming history; Pseudo-Isidore complicates that by (re)using history, i.e. genuine documents, to invent 
a fiction which in turn produces a new history. With well over 100 surviving manuscripts, the Pseudo-
Isidorian forgeries were clearly widely read and copied; numerous passages are cited in the monumental 
12th-century collection known as Gratian’s Decretum, a work which remained the official canon law of 
the Catholic Church until 1918. 
 
The Pseudo-Isidorian enterprise offers several approaches to historio-poetics. It exemplifies fictionalized 
narrative as an ideological, political, legal, and ecclesiastical tool. It raises questions about historical 
doctrine and religion. It is a case study for fiction and narratives of identity. It is impossible to explore the 
full implications of all this in a 15 minute paper so I propose to investigate the compositional techniques 
used by Pseudo-Isidore to (re)invent history. Primarily using the linguistic anthropological theory of 
Webb Keane (but supplemented by scholarship in paremiology and socio-linguistics), my paper will focus 
on how Pseudo-Isidore mined earlier texts for source material and, through conflation and combination, 
gave that same material new meaning in a new context. 


